
JUSTMADX 2019 
 

On Sunday 3 March 2019, the 10th edition of JUSTMAD closed its doors, with an important increase 

in visitors and sales.  

 

Taking place in the heart of Madrid’s art district, JUSTMAD celebrated its 10th edition with 60 

exhibitors and a strong commitment to emerging art. JUSTMAD’s new venue, the 

neoclassical-inspired Palacio de Neptuno, contrasted with the modernity of the works that filled its 

spaces. “The galleries felt that both the stands and the artworks could breathe better here,” explains 

Semíramis González.  
 

For yet another year, JUSTMAD has been a highlight of Madrid’s art week, in terms of emerging 

contemporary artists, accessible collecting and avant-garde projects, as has been noted in several 

areas of the media. 

 

“The essence of the fair is one of discovering emerging art, of finding new galleries that have been 

open for just a few years but are carrying out brave work, artists creating completely new works, 

lesser known artists, and accessible prices for the market - a place of discovery”, say Semíramis 

González and Daniel Silvo, directors of JUSTMAD.  

 

This year has seen an important increase in collectors visiting the fair, as well as several curators and 

museum directors, such as from MCNCARS, Es Baluard, MUSAC and the Centro de Arte de 

Alcobendas. 

 

JUSTMAD thanks Spain’s Minister of Culture, José Guirao, and Portugal’s Minister of Culture, Graça 

Fonseca, who found time in their busy schedules to visit the fair. 

 

Other names also visited the galleries at JUSTMAD, such as Antoni Noguera, Mayor of Palma de 

Mallorca, Miquel Ensenyat, President of Mallorca Council, and Fátima Diaz, Director of the Fundación 

Milleniun BCP in Portugal. 

 

Several art collections acquired works during JUSTMAD, and several prizes were awarded.  

 

The DKV Seguros JUSTMAD Award saw the acquisition of the work “De caña de azúcar” by Gabriela 

Bettini of Silvestre gallery (Madrid). The accolade was presented by Josep Santacreu (managing 

director of DKV Seguros), Alicia Ventura (advisor for and curator of the Colección DKV) and Juan 

Bautista Peiró (advisor for the Colección DKV). The Colección DKV, dedicated to Spanish artists, is 

one of the most prestigious and highly recognised art collections in Spain. As part of its commitment 

to emerging art, it awards its acquisition prize to a Spanish artist under the age of 40 represented by 

one of the participating galleries at JUSTMAD.  

 

The Fundación ENAIRE Young Photographer Award was given to the Galician artist Verónica 

Vicente, represented at the fair by La Gran (León). The awarding of the prize took place in the 

presence of the judging panel, which consisted of: Beatriz Montero de Espinosa, managing director 

of Fundación ENAIRE; Ángeles Imaña Marcos, director of conservation and cultural projects at 



Fundación ENAIRE; María Primo, first runner up of the Fundación ENAIRE Photographer Award in 

2018 and mentor to the winning artist; and Semíramis González and Daniel Silvo, artistic directors 

of JUSTMAD. 
 

The Colección Rucandio Award  was for the work “Untitled 24” by Hugo Alonso, represented by 

Gema Llamazares (Gijón). 

 

The Colección TMF Award  saw the acquisition of the work “Exonario” by Raquel Algaba, represented 

by Fúcares (Almagro). 

 

The Oliva Arauna Award was for the work “S/T 1,2,3” by Julia Huete, represented by Nordés 

(Santiago de Compostela). 

 

The Pilar Citoler Young Collector Award was given to Andrés Bolaños, 33 years old, who bought a 

work by Soledad Córdoba, at Gema Llamazares gallery, and to whom a prize worth €1,800 was 

granted in order to acquire a further artwork at the fair. This award acts as an incentive for new art 

collectors.  

 

The Colección Cristina Masaveu Peterson  acquired various works: “Túmulo”, by Mario Espliego, at 

Guillermina Caicoya gallery (Oviedo), “Nefud Desierto”, by Miguel Aguirre at Espacio Líquido (Gijón), 

“Peregrina VI”, by Soledad Córdoba at Gema Llamazares gallery, (Gijón), and “Tres Montes y un 

pinar”, by Julia Huete at Nordés gallery (Santiago de Compostela).  

 

The Colección Room Mate Award , which has for several editions of JUSTMAD been acquiring works 

for the hotels owned by Kike Sarasola, chose the work “Forme Nomade” by Flo Arnold, represented 

by Loo & Lou gallery (Paris). 

 

“These awards signify a decisive support in Spain for emerging artists, thanks to the prominent art 

collectors who show commitment to and investment in their work, supporting them by way of 

acquisitions,” said the fair’s co-directors Semíramis González y Daniel Silvo. “Entering such highly 

recognised collections launches these artists’ careers deeper into the art market and helps them to 

continue their lines of investigation and creation. We are very grateful for the support of our 

collectors because securing bold commitments to the consolidation of emerging art is one of our 

main objectives.” 

 

JUSTMAD is a very attractive fair for art lovers who want to begin collecting.  

 

In this edition of JUSTMAD there has not been a predominant theme. “There are issues that we keep 

in mind because they are the debates of today,” says Semíramis González. One of them is equality 

between men and women. “Generally in art fairs, the numbers don’t add up. In our case it’s one of 

the most fundamental things. We believe that the art sector also needs to be in line with the realities 

of the world.” 

 

One of the most important section of JUSTMAD this year was Solo Portugal, a new element curated 

by Lourenço Egreja  whose objective is to strengthen the Portugese presence at the fair and bring the 

art world of Spain and Portugal closer together.  



 

The JUSTMAD team thanks the support received by its galleries and artists, as well as by collectors, 

institutions, media and general public who have visited and supported this 10th edition.  

 

We await you at our next big emerging art moment in Lisbon, with the second edition of JustLX, 
which takes place 16 - 19 May at the Museu da Carris.  
 

We especially thank the immense support of our sponsors, partners and media partners.  
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